will result in a poor music presentation by the
P ROBADO Music frontend. The main error source
is introduced by the OMR process. Although the
recognition rates of current OMR systems are already remarkable, they will probably never be perfect. For error classes that have a strong influence
on the synchronization result M ACAO provides according editing masks. Additionally, performance
related deviations in the repeat structure can occur
and might require manual rework.
For more details on the P ROBADO Music system architecture and the employed MIR-techniques we refer to [3].
4. MUSIC COLLECTION
In the context of the P ROBADO project, the Bavarian State
Library digitized an extract of their music collection. In
total approximately 72, 000 score pages and 800 commercial CDs were digitized. However, open access to this digitized copyrighted material cannot be granted by the BSB.
Instead, a collection of public domain material was setup
as proof of concept.5
The Multimedia Signal Processing Group in Bonn is
now making an effort of providing a larger, free music collection that is accessible with the P ROBADO Music system
and incorporates several data sources. We used exclusively public domain documents or material that is published under a Creative Commons Attribution License6 or
a comparable license. The documents were collected from
the following sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston7
Mutopia Project8
Petrucci Music Library
Piano Society9
Saarland Music Data (SMD)10
Wikimedia Commons11

Currently, our music collection contains 249 pieces of music from 15 different composers. More details are given in
Table 1. The collection can be accessed via the P ROBADO
Music prototype.
5. OUTLOOK
The goal of P ROBADO Music is a holistic music experience where all documents related to a piece of music are
made available simultaneously. Therefore, the extension
of the system to provide access to other document types is
architecturally considered and could be realized in the future. In a feasibility study we already showed the potential
5 The

collection will be freely accessible at www.probado.de.

6 http://creativecommons.org

7 http://www.gardnermuseum.org/music/listen/
music_library
8 http://www.mutopiaproject.org
9 http://pianosociety.com
10 http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/resources/SMD/SMD_
Western-Music.html
11 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
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Composer
Bach, J. S.
Beethoven, L. van
Brahms, J.
Busoni, F.
Buxtehude, D.
Chopin, F.
Elgar, E.
Fauré, G.
Franck, C.
Grieg, E.
Liszt, F.
Mozart, W. A.
Respighi, O.
Schubert, F.
Schumann, R.
Total

Pieces
14
55
12
1
1
15
6
4
4
3
1
30
3
44
49
249

Score pages
61
511
97
14
5
141
50
83
43
54
78
215
33
120
141
1,864

Tracks
4
76
16
1
1
22
2
4
8
1
1
29
3
6
89
275

Table 1: Content of the free music collection accessible
with P ROBADO Music. The collection contains approx.
1, 900 score pages and a total of approx. 31 hours of audio
material.
for adding music videos [8]. Other imaginable documents
include programs, concept drawings for costumes, stage
designs, and musicological texts.
Although our music collection already contains a quite
representative number of pieces, we will aim at enlarging
the collection by adding further public domain material.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents how the modern game controller Wiimote can be used to control Mozart’s dice music. The
proposed method allows users to explore and expand their
experience with endless music within space where note
measures are arranged in a 2-layer structure that can be
treated as a playlist. Experimental results show that the
proposed organization of measures gives higher melodic
similarity between consequent parts according to melodic
distance measures such as distribution of pitch classes,
distribution of intervals and distribution of note durations.
The result is a system that allows user to create different
music than in Mozart’s original Dice game and allows exploration of endless music. We also compare the use of
different metrics for organizing individual layers in order
to achieve melodically more meaningful music.
1. INTRODUCTION
Listening to the music is natural for all human beings.
Everyone has a more or less unique musical taste. Not
only do we enjoy listening to music, most of us are also
unintentionally creating new music on our own, in our
minds, usually expressed by humming or whistling. However, we are not composers, since music composition is
mainly done by experienced and musically educated experts. New technologies, as well as input from musicians,
in a form of collections of short musical pieces, such as
measures or other short musical excerpts, make it possible for everyone to explore and expand their experience
with music. One does not need an extensive knowledge of
music theory or years of experiences in the field, to make
music. It is possible to create new music just by playing
a simple game with dedicated input devices such as the
Wiimote. With such devices, creation of new music can
be both easy and fun. This also shows the possibility of
relating music to motion and interaction with visualization systems. In this paper we present an example of such
an interactive system for music exploration with modernization of Mozart’s dice music. In section 2 we present
the research background and related work, in section 3 we

describe our approach, in section 4 we present evaluation
results and in section 5 we give conclusions and possible
future work.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Related work
2.1.1. Music information retrieval
In recent years music and motion in relation with music information retrieval (MIR), is becoming a very active research field. Music and motion connects the fields
of MIR, that offers solutions of musical problems, with
computer vision, as well as the fields of musicology and
choreology. Results of such cooperation and interdisciplinary research are many research publications in recent
years.
2.1.2. Interaction systems
A system for interactive multimedia performances with
virtual musical instruments is presented in [7]. The system was used in several performances with virtual music instruments that can be played with gestures extracted
from video. A crucial part of the system is a distributed
multimedia server for multi-platform, multi-sensor integration. Authors have also presented demo applications
that use face tracking for virtual instrument manipulation.
A good overview of gesture based music synthesis is
presented in [10]. The paper explains basic terminology
and gives comparison of different techniques used in gesture based music synthesis. Gestures are represented as
analog input signals that can be analyzed either as a function of gesture (pressing a button, moving an object, etc.),
or according to its physical properties (moving a hand to
the left, sitting down, etc.). The possibility of converting analog signals to MIDI is presented, as well as some
methods for transforming analog to digital signals. The
paper also includes a comparison an analysis of different
input controllers.
A musical instrument - SoundSaber - that can be used
for prototyping motion capture based musical instruments,
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and uses the Wiimote controller, is presented in [8]. The
system can be used for high-fidelity motion capture.
A digital conductor system for controlling the virtual
orchestra is presented in [4]. The system detects simple conductor baton gestures that are used for controlling tempo and dynamics of a performance. The goal was
to build an intuitive and easy to learn system which was
later tested and evaluated with trials. The system integrates several state of the art MIR algorithms for tempo
adjustment, music stretching as well as video stretching
and audio-video synchronization.
In [5], authors present a ”FreeDigiter” framework for
mobile devices for fast recognition of finger gestures. Custom hardware was designed for finger gesture recognition
and tested for fast digit input. The framework uses an
infrared (IR) sensor in combination with accelerometers
along two axes for tracking finger positions. The system is very tolerant to different lighting conditions and
therefore robust in different working environments. Even
though the system was primarily developed for digit input,
it could be adapted for other uses as well. A touch interface that can replace classical vinyl plates for popular DJ
sketching is presented in [2]. The interface uses custom
made hardware that can be connected to MIDI input. Presented inputs can be combined with different visualization techniques of music collections. Some techniques for
visualizing music collections are presented in [9], where
authors use different approaches such as disc separation,
square separation and tree maps.

by choosing sixteen measures for Minuet and another sixteen measures for Trio. Even though there are 176 possible measures for Minuet and 96 for Trio, Mozart’s instructions allow us to select from eleven measures for Minuet and six measures for Trio in each turn only. Matrices
in Figure 2 specify the possible measures of each turn,
which are selected by throwing dice. The correspondent
measures to 1 and 2 in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 1.
The matrix was composed so that consequent measures
fit together according to melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic
properties.

In Mozart’s Dice game, one Minuet-Trio is composed
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(3)

i= j

i, j neighboring measures in layer
(a) Minuet

(b) Trio

Figure 2. Original organization of measures for producing Minuet-Trios in Mozart’s Dice game. Rows represent
the numbers on dice (in case of Minuets with two dice, in
case of Trios one die). Columns represent the position in
composition.
Our idea is to modernize the Dice game by using a
Wiimote game controller to guide the selection of measures. The second goal is to automatically organize the
measure matrix to best fit different melodic features. We
also want to eliminate the rule of producing only MinuetsTrios and allow composition of endless music by using
Wiimote game controller. There are some known attempts
to modernize the game of creating Minuet-Trios by clicking instead of throwing dice and can be found on-line1 .
3. OUR APPROACH

Figure 1. Two measures from Mozart’s Dice game collection. The first and the second measure are numbered as
1 and 2 respectively in Figure 2.

cally fit together. Manually comparing all possible pairs in
a collection of 172 measures is not only time-consuming
but also difficult. If measures are randomly organized in
space, this would lead to problems with pairs that have
very low melodic similarity. That is also the reason why
such approach was not used in the original Dice game organization.
To calculate similarity between measures we calculated several different melodic features on symbolic representations (MIDI) of measures. The features were calculated with the MIDI Toolbox [1] and are as follows:
distribution of pitch classes, distribution of intervals and
distribution of note durations. MIDI Toolbox allows simple usage of these measures as distances between music
pieces. Our goal was to achieve the lowest overall score s
for each layer (Minuet and Trio), defined as:
s = ∑ distance measure(i, j);

2.2. Mozart’s Dice game
By combining ideas of the described approaches, we decided to make use of new technology and create an application for real-time composition of meaningful endless
classical music. The idea is in a way similar to musical
games called ”Musikalische Würfelspiele”, which were
popular in 18th century Western Europe. The goal of
such games was randomly generated music of the era and
games, published in local newspapers, were meant for
everyday people. Publishers claimed that even amateur
people, without any musical education, could compose an
infinite number of compositions on their own, by throwing dice. The most famous example of such a game is
Mozart’s Dice game from 1787 [6]. A similar game was
made by Kirnberger [3].

boring measures have high level of similarity according
to selected melodic features. One can move around in
this space by using the Wiimote. Wiimote’s built-in accelerometers allows user to determine the orientation of
the controller. The space can be defined as 2-layer torus
structure. The first layer consists of measures from the
Minuet collection and the second layer consists of measures from the Trio collection. Both are organized in the
same structure (11 × 16 measures for Minuet and 6 × 16
measures for Trio). The difference from Mozart’s original Dice game is that the edges are connected as shown in
Figure 3.

Our idea of modernizing Mozart’s Dice game is to use
Mozart’s collection of measures for production of endless
music. While the original game has predefined sets of
measures to select from at certain position, our idea was
to make a space of measures where each pair of neigh1 Mozart’s

Dice game for iOS can be found on-line at:
http://appshopper.com/music/mozarts-dice-game,
older application published by Amaranth Publishing can be obtained at:
http://www.amaranthpublishing.com/MozartDiceGame.htm

Figure 3. The structure of the Minuet layer in space. The
original Mozarts organization (2D matrix) is projected
onto a torus.
The main problem we needed to solve is how to arrange measures in space so that the neighboring parts have
low distances as well as maintaining a low overall score
(Equation 3). Neighboring parts are also consequent parts
in a composition. We have to take into account that each
position in such a space has 9 neighbors. One to each side
in the same layer (that makes eight neighbors) and another
one in the other collection of measures. We used a different approach for selection of neighbors between layers,
since one layer has 6 and the other has 11 rows. Mapping
between layers is described as:
y
Minuet layer[x, y] → Trio layer[x,  ],
2
x ∈ [1, 16], y ∈ [2, 12];
Trio layer[x, y] → Minuet layer[x, 2 ∗ y],

(1)

(2)

x ∈ [1, 16], y ∈ [1, 6].

Organization of each individual layer was calculated separately, since Minuet and Trio measures melodically significantly differ. Next we presents methods for arranging
the measures of each layer.
3.1. Methodology
While the original structure of Mozart’s Dice game was
put together manually, so that consequent parts melodi-

We used a simple algorithm to arrange measures in
space. First, we read-in all the MIDI files and calculated
the distance matrix for all pairs of measures according to
distribution of pitch classes using the taxicab norm metric for the first 10 samples. The next step is to put together the best organization of measures in individual layers. Because of the number of possible permutations is
large, we used an approximate method to find a (suboptimal) solution for organizing measures by shuffling measures in each individual layer, calculating the overall score
(Equation 3) and selecting the permutation with the lowest score. As shown by our results, such approach resulted
in a lower overall distance score than the original organization.
3.2. Mapping input
In our approach we use accelerometers of the Wiimote
controller as an input source for determining the direction
of the next move in space. We chose the Wiimote since
it is easy to use for tracking hand orientation. Wiimote
can be connected to a computer via Bluetooth wireless
connection and allows user to make natural gestures that
can be tracked by computer. While the orientation of controller around horizontal axes was used to move between
measures in the current layer, the vertical orientation was
used for switching between layers of measures (from Minuet layer to Trio and back).
The selection of rotation axes is done by a simple thresholding algorithm that checks if acceleration along certain
axes is greater than experimentally determined thresholds.
In our case threshold values for rotation around horizontal
axes are 0.5g (g - standard value of gravitational acceleration), and 0.3g for vertical axes.
4. RESULTS
Our main goal was to allow users to create music with
seamless transitions between subsequent measures, which
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to build an intuitive and easy to learn system which was
later tested and evaluated with trials. The system integrates several state of the art MIR algorithms for tempo
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such approach was not used in the original Dice game organization.
To calculate similarity between measures we calculated several different melodic features on symbolic representations (MIDI) of measures. The features were calculated with the MIDI Toolbox [1] and are as follows:
distribution of pitch classes, distribution of intervals and
distribution of note durations. MIDI Toolbox allows simple usage of these measures as distances between music
pieces. Our goal was to achieve the lowest overall score s
for each layer (Minuet and Trio), defined as:
s = ∑ distance measure(i, j);

2.2. Mozart’s Dice game
By combining ideas of the described approaches, we decided to make use of new technology and create an application for real-time composition of meaningful endless
classical music. The idea is in a way similar to musical
games called ”Musikalische Würfelspiele”, which were
popular in 18th century Western Europe. The goal of
such games was randomly generated music of the era and
games, published in local newspapers, were meant for
everyday people. Publishers claimed that even amateur
people, without any musical education, could compose an
infinite number of compositions on their own, by throwing dice. The most famous example of such a game is
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The main problem we needed to solve is how to arrange measures in space so that the neighboring parts have
low distances as well as maintaining a low overall score
(Equation 3). Neighboring parts are also consequent parts
in a composition. We have to take into account that each
position in such a space has 9 neighbors. One to each side
in the same layer (that makes eight neighbors) and another
one in the other collection of measures. We used a different approach for selection of neighbors between layers,
since one layer has 6 and the other has 11 rows. Mapping
between layers is described as:
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Minuet layer[x, y] → Trio layer[x,  ],
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x ∈ [1, 16], y ∈ [2, 12];
Trio layer[x, y] → Minuet layer[x, 2 ∗ y],

(1)
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Organization of each individual layer was calculated separately, since Minuet and Trio measures melodically significantly differ. Next we presents methods for arranging
the measures of each layer.
3.1. Methodology
While the original structure of Mozart’s Dice game was
put together manually, so that consequent parts melodi-

We used a simple algorithm to arrange measures in
space. First, we read-in all the MIDI files and calculated
the distance matrix for all pairs of measures according to
distribution of pitch classes using the taxicab norm metric for the first 10 samples. The next step is to put together the best organization of measures in individual layers. Because of the number of possible permutations is
large, we used an approximate method to find a (suboptimal) solution for organizing measures by shuffling measures in each individual layer, calculating the overall score
(Equation 3) and selecting the permutation with the lowest score. As shown by our results, such approach resulted
in a lower overall distance score than the original organization.
3.2. Mapping input
In our approach we use accelerometers of the Wiimote
controller as an input source for determining the direction
of the next move in space. We chose the Wiimote since
it is easy to use for tracking hand orientation. Wiimote
can be connected to a computer via Bluetooth wireless
connection and allows user to make natural gestures that
can be tracked by computer. While the orientation of controller around horizontal axes was used to move between
measures in the current layer, the vertical orientation was
used for switching between layers of measures (from Minuet layer to Trio and back).
The selection of rotation axes is done by a simple thresholding algorithm that checks if acceleration along certain
axes is greater than experimentally determined thresholds.
In our case threshold values for rotation around horizontal
axes are 0.5g (g - standard value of gravitational acceleration), and 0.3g for vertical axes.
4. RESULTS
Our main goal was to allow users to create music with
seamless transitions between subsequent measures, which
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we measure by the melodic distance between measures.
A comparison of different melodic distance measures can
be seen in Table 1. The table shows overall similarity
scores (Equation 3) for different organizations of Minuet
and Trio measures in each layer (a lower number means
lower overall score and thus better, more seamless result).
The overall similarity is calculated by using different distance measures for all pairs of neighboring measures in
same layer. For all distance measures we found an organization that has a significantly lower overall score than for
average random organization - for distribution of note duration we obtained a more than 70% lower overall score.
This holds for both Minuet and Trio collections of measures. Results also show that according to selected distance measures even average random organization of measures has a better score than Mozart’s organization. However the selection of next measures is done differently in
Mozart’s game than in the presented approach, where we
only took into account very simple melodic distance measures.
The developed system was tested by a small number
of people who confirmed that music created with the developed algorithm is easier on the ear than music from
original or random organization, but no detailed evaluation of user experience was done by the time of paper
submission.
Score
Best
AVG
Mozart’s

DPC

M
6.83
14.02
11.53

T
5.97
13.25
13.41

M
6.0
13.87
14.01

DI

T
6.0
13.82
14.28

DND

M
3.0
13.94
13.73

T
4.17
13.73
15.0

Table 1. Table shows scores for different distance measures: Distribution of pitch classes (DPC), Distribution of
intervals (DI) and Distribution of note durations (DND)
for Minuet (M) and Trio (T) organizations for best found
distribution (Best), average random distribution (AVG)
and Mozart’s original organization.

global scoring measures (such as Dominant and Tonic) for
achieving a better harmonic structure of the final result.
We could also omit separated collections for Minuet and
Trio measures and use one combined collection instead.
The platform could also be transferred to mobile phones
and tablets, which already have accelerometers integrated.
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ABSTRACT
A new version of our swarm simulation environment
for musical and artistic applications is presented. The
main improvements of this version concern the integration
of an OSC based communication protocol and the addition of a graphical user interface. These extensions offer
a variety of approaches for the configuration, manipulation and application of simulated swarms in real time. We
hope, that these improvements open up the application of
swarm simulations to a wider audience of artists and musicians.
1. INTRODUCTION
The swarm simulation tools and their application in musical and artistic creation and education have originated
within the context of two research projects entitled ”Interactive Swarm Orchestra” (ISO) and ”Interactive Swarm
Space” (ISS) that were conducted at the Institute for Computer Music and Sound Technology (ICST) of the Zurich
University of the Arts (ZHdK). The projects have been
motivated by the multitude of artistic and musical applications of swarm simulations such as [7, 8, 10, 11]. Due
to the diversity and uniqueness of these approaches, the
projects attempt to provide a systematic foundations for
the integration of swarm simulations into creative processes in computer music and generative art. As part of
this endeavor, we have explored a variety of strategies
that emphasize the creative potential of capturing artistic ideas through highly customized swarm simulations
rather than using standard swarms as black box mechanisms [2, 9]. Furthermore, we have developed software
tools for the creation and control of simulated swarms
[1, 3]. These tools try to strike a balance between a simple
integration into existing musical and artistic software environments and a high degree of flexibility and customizability that characterizes scientific multi agent simulation
software. Finally, we have realized several prototypical
works that include musical compositions, interactive installations and dance performances [4, 6, 5].
Recently, we have started to integrate the results of the
two research projects into our pedagogical activities. For
this, we have modified and extended the software tools to
help students to quickly gain an appreciation and understanding for the creative capabilities of swarm simulations

and to be able to gradually expand the artistic and technical sophistication and uniqueness of their ideas in order to
realize entire works.
This paper presents the current state and capabilities
of the swarm simulations tools and discusses their application both in education and in our own artistic activities.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
2.1. Simulation
The swarm simulation environment has started its existence as an open source C++ library that allows to develop
a wide range of swarm behaviors and that provides a network communication protocol to control and retrieve simulation parameters in real time [3]. The simulation library
is highly generic in that it does not pre-specify the physical or biological meaning of any of the agents’s properties nor how these properties interrelate with each other
via the agents’ behaviors. Neighborhood relationships
among agents are handled via their properties, which are
assigned positions within corresponding property spaces
and its these properties that ”perceive” each other depending on their distance and visibility constraints. There is no
limit with respect to the number of swarms that can coexist and interact with each other. Simulations can be saved
to or restored from XML formatted data files at any point
during the running simulation.
2.2. Control and Communication
The swarm simulation environment provides an OSC
based communication protocol. This feature permits the
usage of any OSC capable software to create arbitrary
swarm simulations without having to resort to C++ programming. It also allows to retrieve swarm simulation
data to control audio or video generation processes.
In order to trigger a simulation event, the OSC message format follows a syntax that employs the address part
of the message to identify the type of event and the arguments part of the message to supply the necessary parameters for executing that particular event.
Syntax:

/Event Type Parameter1
Parameter2...ParameterN

Example: /AddAgents "Boids" 5
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